ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Design inspiration by

GENERATION HOMES
The kitchen is the heart of a home – a multifunctional space
in which families can relax, cook, interact, entertain and eat
together. Incorporating your own sense of style will ensure the
hub of your home is practical, beautiful and unique.
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omeowners are looking for seamless
integration between living spaces for
entertaining and a connected family
life. That’s why open plan design is the
bedrock of 2016/17 kitchen trends.
Leading kitchen designers predict this
trend will increase demand for sculleries (as
an additional preparation room), and walk-in
pantries in new homes this year.
“The open plan design centralises the
kitchen. People want to cook and socialise
simultaneously,” says Tracey Smith, designer
and sales manager of Heirloom Kitchens, the
national supplier to Generation Homes.
Thin kitchen benchtops, bold accents
and LED strip lighting, supersized storage,
double ovens and space-saving multifunction
kitchen furniture are the key features
topping homeowner wish lists.
Timber is the hero of strong natureinspired trends. The more high-tech we
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become, the more we want to surround
ourselves with authentic objects that connect
us with nature. Natural stone, concrete,
bamboo, oxidised metals and natural fibres
will help define this look.
Generation Homes’ strong partnerships

give customers access to the latest fixtures
and fittings, high-tech storage systems,
durable benchtops and quality appliances.
“We have more than 200 architecturallydesigned house plans which can be
customised to suit your needs, budget and
lifestyle,” says Generation Homes chief
executive Kevin Atkinson. “And, best of all,
there’s no design fee.”
For more design inspiration and advice,
check out Generation Homes’ new lookbook
at generation.co.nz.

KITCHEN TRENDS SET TO SIZZLE

✚ Natural-looking metals like brass, gold
and copper will outshine silver and stainless
steel adding warmth and sophistication.
✚ Vintage flair and contemporary styling
including retro benchtops and décor will see
a resurgence of true “home” culture.
✚ Kiwis love minimalist, white kitchen
styling but the addition of texture adds
depth and interest. Think textured laminate,
3D-effect tiles, geometric patterns, etched
glass and splashbacks.
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